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We are Strictly Up-to-Date
on Cutlery, Tennis, Basketball and Sporting Goods
hardware and Plumbing

-

Whittier Hardware Co.
Home Phone 79

114 South Greenleaf Avenue

As makers of Fine Stationery,

PACIFIC ENGRAVING
COMPANY

Calling Cards, Wedding Invitations, Announcements, Etc.,
we solicit the patronage of ParOcular People.

T. L. ELY, General Manager
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Los Angeles, Cal.
Samples on Request.
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SCOFIELD, Agent

San Pedro Lumber Co.
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Dr. Guy E. Bailey
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Hours: 9 a. m. to 5 p. in.

Mrs. C. St. Johns
FASHIONABLE

I solicit your prescription
work and guarantee its correctness. My store is stocked with
a large assortment of pure drugs
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personal attention. My prices
are right.
LANDRUM SMITH
Druggist and Stationer
Whittier, Cal.
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Ube Divine Comedy
M. S.''06.

D

ANTE, for the people of the Thirteenth Century, was not the
great poet whom we know today.
He was simply Dante Alighieri of St.
Peter's gate in Florence, a politician,
rather than a poet. But this wonderful work of Dante's, "The Divine
Comedy," has been growing in favor
for six centuries and has justified the
name of the author, "Dante," i. e.,
Durante, the enduring one, and,
Aligliierl, the wing-bearer. Dante
called this work a "Comedy" because
it ends happily, but the Italians added the word "Divine" in the Sixteenth Century.
"The Divine Comedy" was not entirely original with Dante. It seems
no particular legend was imitated,
but some direct references have been
traced to classic antiquity and to numerous legends of the age preceding.
'I'lie date of the poem was from 1300
to 1321. The first few cantos were
written in Florence, but the remainder, in his years of wandering as an
exile. In form it is narrative poem.
It is an account of a journey taken
by himself through the three kingdoms, Inferno, Purgatory and Paradise. In the first part of the journey
he was guided by Virgil, who accompanied hi.0 as far as Paradise, where
lie was met and led by his beloved
Beatrice, probably the most obscure

creature of all literature. By her
he was instructed in matters of Divine
Rev-elation, and by his former guides
in matters of faith and doctrine.
Dante moulded his poem to some
extent according to the cosmography
of the middle ages. The earth, consisting of a Northern and Southern
hemisphere, was supposed to be the
center of the universe. The Northern
hemisphere bore the continent, and
when Lucifer was hurled down from
heaven he was driven to the center
of the earth, the region of eternal
darkness and farthest away from God.
Here hell was established. The
southen hemisphere was water, and
on a solitary island arose the mountain of Purgatory, formed by the
earth being pushed out in the descent of Lucifer. On this high summit was the terrestrial paradise, the
Garden of Eden. The shape of hell
was an inverted cone, funnelled in
the interior of the earth, with galleries and circles that grow narrower
until they reach the center. From
the entrance downwards the pain
increased, the punishment varying
according to the guilt of the sinner.
At the point of the cone, the region
of greatest torment, dwelt Lucifer,
who was served by furies, centaurs,
harpies, giants and monsters. Purgatory proper, also in the shape of a
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cone, and called the Mount of Purgatory, was divided into three principal
parts; first, the rocky slopes at the
foot of the mountain; second, Purgatory proper, which ascended in seven
ranges or galleries around the mountain, where pain varied according to
the sins punished, and the third was
the terrestrial paradise, or Garden of
Eden. These parts were ruled by
angels. Paradise itself, or the final
abode of the blessed, consisted of
nine hollow spheres, arranged in
circles around the earth as the center.
The souls of the blessed rejoiced according to their different gradations
of virtue and sanctity. The earth
was surrounded by air and fire. Beyond the firmament of fire came the
heavenly spheres. The first was
the sphere of planets—Moon, Mercury, Venus, Sun, Jupiter and Saturn. Beyond Saturn was the heaven
of the fixed stars and then crystalline
heaven or "Primum Mobile,"followed
by the heaven of light and fire, the
empyrean, the dwelling place of
the Eternal Godhead. Angels and
saints occupied these spheres according to their degrees of glory. It is
almost impossible to follow Dante
ashe is caught up into these spheres,
each in turn. All is brilliancy. Intellectual contemplation is the only
enjoyment there.
The form of the poem is well
adapted for giving vent to personal
likes and dislikes, as it gives unlimited scope for the punishment of foes
and the rewaid of friends. But Dante
was not governed alone by this, for he
thought he was a divinely appointed
minister of God to show the state of
the soul after death, and how man in
the exercise of free will is exposed to
the rewards or punishments of justice.

Dante's style is personal. "I"
may be encountered on every page
of his poems. "His poetry is a poetical autobiography." He sang of the
present and not of a distant hell or
paradise. With distinctness he told
of his wanderings through the realms
of the dead, and gave exact plans of
the celestial and infernal regions.
HP presents strong pictures, which
are concise but comprehensive.
There is an anecdote recorded by
Filelfo, that the women of Ravenna,
looking at Dante after he had published his Inferno, exclaimed, "That
is the man who was down in hell.
See, the reason why his hair is so
black and frizzled is because he could
not have gone to hell, without returning with his hair a little singed."
In the poem every detail is carefully
worked out. The number nine, three
and ten are the basis of its construction. Three verses form a stanza,
three animals terrify Dante, three
holy women intervene for him and
three guides lead him. The poem
also is divided into three parts. After
the introduction there are ninety-nine
cantos, thirty-three for each of the
three realms. Each of the realms
is divided into ten regions. There
are even verses and words. The
number of words is ninety-nine thousand five hundred and forty-two, and
each of the three parts ends with the
word "star."
Theology is the keynote of the
poem, but Dante introduced all that
was known at that time in regard to
art, science, history and philosophy.
The fashions and follies of that day
he held up and ridiculed. His immediate purpose was to celebrate
Beatrice and to exalt her higher than
any woman was ever exalted, but his
work is, par excellence, the religious
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poem of the world. Man by his own
free will in "The Divine Comedy" is
seen either ascending the path to
Paradise or descending to Hell. The
poem is also a sort of historical picture which gives the institutions of
the unseen world, and chronicles the
political, municipal, and ecclesiastical struggles of the Emperor, Pope
and individuals in the Twelfth and
Thirteenth Centuries. Dante's work
has been called "the transitional
purgatory that separated the infernal
darkness and ignorance of mediaevalism from the Paradise of the Reformation and modern culture and
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liberty." Rosette conceived that
Dante's idea was an epic of Ghibellinism as opposed to Guelph. This
he thought was shown by the treatment of characters. Some schools of
Interpretation make the poem purely
symbolical of the inner life and
struggles of Dante himself; first he
is seen in the depths, then the time
of purification, and after that he is
wholly forgiven and ascends to Paradise. And now what Burnett's
Latini said to Dante in hell, the
poet says to us from Paradise,
"Folliow thou thy star, thou shalt
not fail of a glorious heaven!"

KNABE, FISCHER, LUDWIG, MASON
& HAMLIN, CLARENDON, ETC.

Phonographs and Sewing Machines
Sold on Easy Terms at Right Prices

METROPOLITAN MUSIC CO.
107

NORTH

RENLA

Ave.

Me Patriotism

of Peace

(Oration which won first prize at the Peace Contest, held February 17, 1906
in the College Auditorium.)

By HELEN WHALLON
MONG the noblest traits of hu- lyzes its industries, and calls men
man character, patriotism stands from the plow, the anvil and the desk
foremost. The basest of civic vices is to lives of cruelty, devastation and
treason; the noblest of civic virtues, destruction of the results of their own
patriotism. The words of the poet and others' labor. In place of diminishing his country's wealth, the paare a universal cry:
"Breathes there a man with soul so triot of peace gives to it of his own.
Let the citizen blaze his way through
dead,
Who never to himself hath said—
the forest, hew out his little homestead in the wilderness, open up the
This is my own, my native land?"
But there are two kinds of patriot- path for later civilization, and we
ism; the patriotism of war and the call him only a pioneer. Let him
patriotism of peace. From the earl- tend the herd, and bring from the
iest memory of man there has exist- soil the wheat and corn that build up
ed an accepted and universal idea of the sinews of a nation, and we call
loyalty to the nation. The proof of him a farmer. In obscure valleys he
patriotism has meant upholding the discovers mines, opening up new
honor of the fatherland by dying for fields for industry, vast in their posit. This has been the only patriotism sibilities, and he is a prospector.
recognized as such, but side by side He binds state to state by links of
with it, there has always existed the iron, joins nation with nation, brings
quieter, less spectacular form in the the continents together on the decks
heart of the statesman, the author, of his great steamers and he is only a
the artist, the mechanic, the farmer; grasping magnate, a tyrant of comthat patriotism which finds expres- merce. Honor, if you will, the one
who dies to preserve his country, but
sion in living for the fatherland.
Which of these then is the tiuer do not ignore and underestimate that
standard, the higher form of patriot- patriot who lives and labors for its
ism? Patriotism, we are told, is the upbuilding.
Thrilled by glowing accounts of
spirit, arising from the love of country, that prompts to service for ts glorious deeds, by love of adventure
welfare. Then we must rank as and led by strains of martial music,
noblest that patriot who does most the most shallow character, professing
to upbuild its material resources, and endless patriotism, can pass through
to uplift by a cultural, refining influ- a land, exhausting its resources and
those of his own country and give a
ence the tone of its civilization.
The patriot of war, instead of in- life for the nation. But it is the truer
creasing his country's resources, de- patriot, who inspired by his higher
mands money to meet the expenses Meals and permanent convictions,
of his campaigns, impoverishes the can devote an earnest, pure life to
nation, wrecks its commerce, para- building up his fatherland, leaving
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his own and other countries richer
and more prosperous.
The patriot of war is impelled primarily by the passionate impulses of
the savage, hatred for his fellowman
and instincts destructive of all art
and the achievements of the higher
culture. It is the patriot of war who
breaks the head from the Winged
Victory, the arms from the Venus de
Milo, demolishes the splendor and
majesty of Solomon's Temple and
ravages the grace and beauty of
Phydias' Parthenon. But the patriot
of peace, instinctively creative, bends
all his energies to the task of forming
a code of just laws, developing art
and a broader literature. It is the
patriot of peace who paints nature,
builds the home, teaches the simple
life, and with his pen, points his
countlymen to the true grandeur of
the nation.
The patriot-general enlists in his
cause thousands of volunteers, filling
their minds with the most degrading
passions and an insatiable desire to
kill, and when their service is at an
end they emerge from it lowered and
brutalized. But the patriot-artist
and teacher gather about them in
studio and university the young people of their land, instilling in their
minds pure, noble ideals and sending
them from this preparation uplifted
and strengthened for a truer citizenship. Surely we must admit that
the patriot of peace has rendered in
material development, and in the
promotion of culture, the truer, more
lasting service to his country.
Great advance has already been
made along these lines. Men of
thought have realized more and more
the value of peace and its productions, and have begun to pay due
honor to the patriot-mechanic, artist

s

and statesman. But there are still
many steps which even our nation
ought to be taking, peaceward. Most
essential among these is the education
of the coming generation. Every national educational institution that
we have, is either a military, or a
naval academy. Hundreds of young
men are crowding them, to prepare
for the army and navy, to represent
their country in some future war.
Certainly here is ample preparation
for the patriot of war. But is our
country offering an equal opportunity to the one who would serve her
in times of peace? There are no national schools to train consuls, diplomats, and statesmen to represent us
at home and in foreign courts. Ought
not the children of America to be
taught economics, honorable dealings
and clean citizenship as well as a
knowledge of military tactics?
Shall we citizens of America, leave
to our posterity as a legacy a navy
of battleships, cruisers and torpedo
boats which the military inventions
of ten years will antiquate, or shall
we bequeath to them fleets for commerce, strengthening our bonds with
other nations and linking the Old
World with the New? Shall we
build vast fortifications which age
will crumble and time sweep from
our shores, or shall we rear all over
our land the halls of universities, the
domes of public libraries whose influence on our nation shall be imperishable? Shall we leave armies trained
for war, taught merely to destroy, or
shall we leave an army of statesmen,
authors, artists and mechanics,
trained in the creative arts, replenishing the coffers of the nation, beautifying its homes, broadening its literature and purifying its politics?
Surely the latter will give to the
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people the truer standard, the higher
type of patriotism, and build here
eventually the ideal commonwealth
As the mountain trail rises steadily, winding in and out, sometimes
ascending by great strides, sometimes
by a gentler pace, but always pressing
upward till at last it comes out upon
the heights—so civilization has
mounted upward, sometimes by sudden bounds under the inspiration of

a great patriot leader, sometimes
through untold difficulties creeping a
devious course, but always pressing
onward and upward, overcoming all
difficulties, surmounting every obstacle. And at last it shall reach
the summit. This new patriotism
shall carry the battlements. I-lumauity shall win a new victory, and
we shall emerge triumphant, upon
the heights of eternal and abiding
peace.

There! little girl; don't cry!
You can not do trig, I know;
And the quiz was hard,
You made faults by the yard,
But that is past long ago;
And soon mathematics will all pass by—
There! little girl; don't cry!
There! little boy; don't cry!
But little ot Latin you know;
Your ignorance you rue,
But great Shakespeare too,
Knew "little Latin" long ago;
Then let it not so make you sigh—
There! little boy; don't cry!
Don't cry! never mind; don't cry!
You didn't win first prize, I know;
But your weeping cease,
For in contests of peace
Not all can be winners, so
Just try it again by and by—
There! never mind; don't cry!
There! never mind; don't cry!
One article didn't come I know;
And 'twas a mad old race
To fill in the space;
But soon it will be "long ago,"
And you will be out by and by—
There! never mind; don't cry!
It is very near a sin to make parodies on such a poem as Riley's "A Life
Lesson," but when an article fails to come, and there are then two or three
pages left blank, they must be filled by fair means or foul.

Chapel Notes
The chapel hour is not only a time the inspiring and uplifting thoughts
of inspiration and help, but without from literature and from the lives of
doubt a time of interest and enjoy- noble men and women. Here also are
nieut. It is always a flatter of spec- received the little sermonette and word
ulation among the students as they of warning. Here without fail the
file into the auditorium, as to which
visitors, one by one, read the chapmember of the faculty is the fated one ter on wisdom and knowledge, and
for the morning. But one glance in press upon the mind of the student
the direction of the august row settles that this is but a time of preparation.
the question; without fail there can Here the preacher, the orator, the
be seen the mark of chapel on some actor, the scientist, one and all have
one's brow—the look of nervousness or equal power, and from each the stuimportance in striking contrast to the dent may gain his lesson for a (lay,
look of contentment and peace on the a year, yes for a life.
faces of those on either side, where
So deprive the student of hours of
not my turn' is clearly written.
study, of tests and of examinations,
Here in the chapel hour is received but never of the chapel exercises.

0.4
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Chapel Echos
Prof. Albertson recently gave a
very interesting chapel talk on the
remarkable results of the life and
work of Luther Burbank, the great
student of plant life.
Miss Keates' lectures on art and
the great artists of the world continue
to be very interesting and instructive.
Prof Kramien has been giving a
series of talks on physical training,
the care of the body, etc.
The safety of life lies in the capability of accepting certain fundamental
truths in youth. Then when the
test comes the ideal life will be maintained. Every young man and woman must choose between Jesus
Christ and His service and the vain

prizes offered by the world.—Prof.
Matlock.
The running down hill causes the
friction in life, not the steady up lull
climbing.—Rev. Perry.
No matter what skill, efficiency
and preparation one may have, after
all, that which counts is the man
behind—the individual.—Lindley A.
Wells.
A truth cannot be learned, viewed
only from one side; it must he considered in every possible light.
It must be remembered that the
belief of the pessimist and that of the
optimist are only half truths.
Don't get deep rooted convictions
with one view only; don't be satisfied
with a snap shot view.—Prof. Harris.

The Whittier-U. S. C. Debate
Whittier students had been looking
forward with pleasure, and with some
little anxiety, to this occasion of the
Whittier- U. S. C. debate, for they
realized that their own debaters were
to meet a very noble and formidable
foe in those from the University. The
delegation from U. S. C. was large,
and the rooters were certainly
awe-inspiring. Their songs and yells
were good, and also loud. However
Whittier was not entirely squelched.
Her debaters certainly proved equal to
the occasion, and her rooters managed to make themselves heard.
In contests of various kinds in
which Whittier college has taken

Although Whittier college belongs
to no debating league, debating has
its share in her interests this year.
This was manifested in a very exciting and interesting manner in the
college auditorium, on the evening of
January the fifth, 1906. At this time
Mr. Siemon and Mr. Feeler of Whittier debated the following question
with Mr. Hamlin from the College of
Liberal Arts and Mr. Silverburg from
the Law Department of the University of Southern California: Resolved,
that the general principles in President Roosevelt's recommendations to
Congress, regarding the regulation
of freight rates, are right.
8
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part she has had one particular aim.
This aim has not been primarily
to win, but, rather to do her best.
And if incidentally her best happened to be better than her opponent's best, she has been well pleased
to take first honors. At this time,
however, the Whittier debaters
seemed to be inspired with the desire
for victory from the start, to be fired
with the determination to make their
best the best. They seemed to make
their audience feel that they had fulfilled this ambition, and apparently
they impressed the majority of the
judges in the same way, which is
perhaps more to the point. So
Here's to Whittier, drink'er down,
drink'er down,
Here's to Whittier drink'er down,
drink'er down.
Our debaters haven't studied law,
But they're beaten not at all,
Drink 'er down, drink'er down,
Drink'er down, down, down.

9

0, U. S. C. they came to town
Upon a special car, sir;
They had a fellow in their band
Who's working for the bar, sir.
Chorus.
U. S. C. they came to town
To show us some debating;
We plucked a feather from their caps,
And sent them ruminating.
0, U. S. C. they had some yells
And songs to make us sad, sir;
We said, "You're beaten from the
start,
Why then should we feel bad, sir ?"
The points they made were dandy
stuff
These U. S. C. debaters;
But Feeler smashed their firmest
stone,
And Sienion scored "rebaters."
We really would'nt be unkind
To those who come to visit,
And so we leave time further points,
In which our college is it.
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EDITOKUM

1 (Ii

Just another word about Doubts
and Fears. In the December edition
we announced, rather apologetically,
that we had a few "Doubts and Fears
concerning this, our first edition."
It really seems as though we must
have thought that they were going to
vanish very soon. And in a way
perhaps they did, too, for from the
sentiments of a few people after the
publication of that first edition, we
might well believe that our Doubts
and Fears were realized in the greatest degree possible. However we be-

lieve that we were not expecting
them to vanish by becoming realized,
but rather by being superceded by
Faith and Assurance.
Now we are wondering if Doubts
and Fears ever do vanish permanently. We don't want anyone to think
we are getting pessimistic, for we are
not. But Doubts and Fears have
come again, and we can't keep from
wondering if they intend to keep on
paying their visits. Of course they
may be coming with friendly intent.
They may really believe that visits
10
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from Self Confidence, Faith and Assurance are detrimental, and so are
coming in order to make these visits
less freauent. But whatever their
purpose may be, we have resolved to
"cut them." If they persist in coming, they will just have to come, but
we are not going to return their calls.
With all their power, Doubts and
Fears have not been able to keep
away one visitor, Experience. In the
last edition we also said, "we feel
that we have absorbed some of Experience's teachings." Well we had,
but does her teachings ever end? We
find that the more we absorb. the more
she has for us yet to learn. Nevertheless we are still convinced that
Experience is our friend, and we are
not going to complain of her treatment
of us.
Change in the staff has been made
necessary since the last edition of the
Acropolis. As Mr. Alfred Siemon
was about to leave college he sent in
his resignation as Business Manager.
Mr. Siemon had held this position for
a year and a-half, and a great share
of the paper's success has been due
to his untiring efforts. It really
seemed that the Arcopolis could not
be the Acropolis without him to push
it along.
However, the Acropolis was not
left to "fly with but one wing" for
long. While we would have been
very glad indeed bad it been possible
for Mr. Siemon to continue his work
with the paper, and while we regret

11

his loss exceedingly, yet we rejoice
in the fact that we were able to secure such an able and proficient
successor to him as is Mr. William
Feeler, the new Business Manager.
It is perhaps not necessary to introduce Mr. Feeler more than with the
above statement. He has already
very effectively introduced himself to
the public, and doubtless a few of the
business men here have by this time
at least a speaking acquaintance with
him.
Under President Harris' administration there seemed to be prosperity
and good feeling. There were no
agitators. We heard no such words,
"Who is it's brought us here, I ask
you? Who's a-grindin' us under
the iron heel o' despotism? I say to
you the time has come when—". In
fact everything seemed to run
smoothly.
Nevertheless we are very glad to
welcome President Tebbetts back
again. Under his rule we notice that
there have been no striking changes
wrought. Everything is still running
smoothly. This proves one of two
things; either our government has
been made about right, and the President or Acting President both realize that no changes are necessary,
unless for the good of the institution,
or a President is not so necessary;
after all; we could get along just as
well without one; in fact we would
do famously without any faculty
whatever.

THE
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Exchange Department
The value of an exchange department is not always realized, and consequently that part of the college paper is sometimes neglected. But it is
through the exchange of the magazines that one school can see and appreciate the real life of another institution. And a feeling of friendship
and friendly rivalry naturally follows
the exchange of new suggestions and
ideas, which are helpful both to the
paper and school.
We are very glad each month to
receive some new papers, and are
equally glad to welcome back our
older visitors.
The Teacher.—"And now, Tommy,
where was the Declaration of Independence signed?"
Tommy.—"At the bottom. "—Ex.
Without any feeling of superiority
or harsh criticism we would say that
it seems too bad to mar the general
excellence of the Pharos' by inserting
so many ads, in the reading matter.
I am afraid Johnny," said the
Sunday School teacher rather severely," that I will never meet you in
heaven."
"Why? What have you been doing? was the quick response.—Ex.
We regret that through some mistake the Acropolis has not been reaching the exchange table of the "Cardinal and White," but are confident
that this will not occur again.
"I

it

it

Social Notes
On the evening of December twenty-sixth, the College Association
room was filled with a merry crowd

ROPOLIS
of students and friends, to welome
home President and Mrs. Tebbetts,
after their six months sojourn abroad.
Speeches of welcome were given in
behalf of the college board of trustees, faculty and students, and
charming responses were made by
both Professor and Mrs. Tebbetts.
The evening passed pleasantly in a
social way, and before the guests departed, they were served with dainty
refreshments of chocolate and wafers,
prepared by the Woman's Auxiliary.
After the splendid debate with U.
S. C. on January fifth, and the more
splendid victory of Whittier College,
the students of the two schools passed
a short social hour in the reception
room, giving and receiving congratulations. Light refreshments were
served by a bevy of college girls.
The Whittier Board of Trade has
been in the past a great source of help
to the college in many ways, and especially in the strong financial support it has given in building the college gymnasium and athletic field.
To show, in a small degree, their
appreciation of this assistance, the
college board of trustees, on January
twenty-sixth, served the members of
the Board of Trade with a banquet
in the gymnasium. As students
were rather scarce on this occasion,
we cannot say much about it, but
banquets are usually a success, at
least in the estimation of those who
share them. After the banquet was
served, a short program was rendered
in the auditorium, after which the
sum of $1,850 was raised to defray
the expenses of athletic improvemeats. The students and friends of
the college are very grateful to the
Board of Trade for their assistance in
this matter ane hereby wish to express their deep gratitude.
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At noon on February seventh, the
girls of the Y. W. C. A. cabinets of
the High School and College met together with Miss Salisbury, a V. W.
C. A. secretary, on the grass back of
the college and enjoyed a picnic dinner.
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Business was, combined with pleasure, some of the most important questions in regard to V. W. C. A. work
were discussed, ideas exchanged, and
thus a very profitable noon hour was
passed very pleasantly and all too
quickly.

Athletic Notes
Whittier College is making a creditable record in basketball this season. This is recognized by all who
have followed the outcome of the five
league games which have recently
been played at the Turner Gymnasium in Los Angeles. The league
teams are playing much better ball
than they did last year, and Whittier
has proven that she deserves a place
in the front ranks. Her faithfulness
in practice has given her quickness
and accuracy, which such teams as
the Maroons and Turners find hard
to account for.
Paul Todd, who is captain of the
team, and plays guard, undoubtedly
ranks among the best guards in
Southern California. He is "in the
game" from start to finish, and is
so quick that very seldom does his
opponent find himself free long
enough to get a good shot at the
basket. Prof. Kramien, who plays
center, has played on many eastern
and northern teams, and has a record
of which few basketball players can
boast. He is tall and extremely
quick. This gives him an advantage
which is coveted by all basketball
players.
These,together with Austin Marshburn at guard, and Preston Osborn

and Adrian Mills, the latter having
only last September played his first
game of basketball, form what is
known among the basketball enthusiasts of Los Angeles as the "Fast
Whittier Team."
The first league game in which
Whittier participated was with the
Pasadena V. M. C. A. Magnets. The
game resulted in a decided victory for
Whittier by the score of 34 to 20.
Murphy, the Pasadena center and
captain, and Starbuck upon whom
the team generally depends for most
of its points, were each held down to
a limited number of goals.
The next victim for Whittier was
the Santa Monica Breakers. The
Breakers are all small men, and
play fast ball, but are handicapped
by inaccuracy of throwing and a lack
of team work. The game resulted in
a score of 25 to 18 in favor of Whittier.
On Feb. 3, the local team was
matched against the "crack" team
from St. Vincent's College. The
pride of St. Vincent's was evidently
lowered in this game, however, judging from the eloquent language
which they afterwards used when
speaking of the referee. The game
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was won by Whittier by a score of 39
to 18.

the game the score was only 20 to 17
in favor of the Maroons. By a series
On Feb. 10 the local team was of lucky throws, however, they
again victorious. The Busters went Succeeded in making the final
on the court seemingly confident of score 26 to 17. But Whittier still
victory, and they played hard and has a chance for the pennant. Krafast for two or three minutes, but mien is much better at the present
when the Whittjers threw baskets so writing and the Maroons will have
often that it was impossible to keep reason to be "scared of their job"
count, their confidence changed to when they again meet Whittier in the
doubt. But only when the time finals.
whistle blew, announcing that the
game was over, and the score was 48 Half a league, half a league
Half a league onward,
to 12 in favor of Whittier, did they
realize the full extent of their de- All in the Turner gym
Rushed the Whittier wonders.
feat.
But now comes the sadest part
of all. Soon after the game with the
Busters, Kramieu sprained his ankle.
It was an extremely bad sprain,
and it soon became evident that
he could not play in the game with
the Maroons, which was sure to
be the hardest game of all for Whittier. Nevertheless the remainder
of the team, with Adams as a ready
substitute, tried to keep up courage.
This they did well when they came
up against the Maroons on the fatal
evening. With a crippled team,
against a team with years of experience in basketball, a team with
large, well developed muscles, all
but a few of the faithful Whittier
rooters said "It's all up with Whittier
now." But Whittier held her own
well. More than once during the
game, the Maroons were so frightened
that they could not throw straight,
and five minutes before the close of

Rooters to right of them,
Rooters to left of them,
Rooters in front of them
Volley and thunder.
Clawed at with loot and nail.
Right up the court they sail,
Never a goal they fail—
Never a blunder!
"Arms around," the referee cried,
"Over the line," the umpire lied,
"Walked with the ball," "St. Viiicents outside,"
Fouls by the hundred;
Theirs not to make reply,
Theirs not to reason why,
Theirs but to run the score high—
All the crowd wondered.
When can their glory fade?
O the fine play they made,
The applause still thunders.
Honor the play they made,
Let all respect be paid
To the noble five wonders.

SOCIETY
ATHENAEUM SOCIETY
After enjoying the Christmas holidays the Athenaeum started in the
New Year by promptly carrying out
an optional program. Each number was a delightful surprise, making
the program varied and unique.
Both musical and literary numbers
were given, among which was a reading of Frank R. Stockton's answer to
the question of the "Lady or the
Tiger?" Another very interesting
program was rendered, consisting
of topics of the day, such as The
Latest in Science, The Situation in
Russia, and The New Norwegian
Monarchy, together with musical
selections.
The officers for the new semester
were elected Februray the ninth.
Those who will fulfill the duties of
time Athenaeum for this coming
semester are as follows:
President, Milton Nordyke.
Vice-President, Delia Thompson.
Treasurer, Eiwood Miuchin.
Secretary, Olema Rees.
Marshal, Carrie Sharpless.
Vice-Marshal, Marjorie Little.
Critic, Jessie Reynolds.
Vice Critic, Inez Bennett.
,)*

PHILOLITHIAN
The Philolithian Literary Society
has just completed a most satisfactory
semester's work and with its new
officers, it enters on the new half
year's work with even greater vigor
and interest.
The society is well supplied in
musical and literary talent; thus the
programs are both entertaining and
instructive. From time to time pro-

NOTES

grams dealing entirely with one subect, as the life of a prominent man
or author, have proved successful.
Lively discussions in the business
meetings afford opportunity for drill
in parliamentary rules.
It is probable that the Iris Society
will be challenged in a debate in the
near future and a special program
prepared for the public.
IRIS
The Iris Society has made a decided improvement since the beginning
of the first semester. The prorganis
have certainly been interesting to the
performers, and presumably to the
audience also. '1 he lack of similarity in these programs as a whole have
greatly aided in making them a success. There have been some debates,
by which the Society has discovered
that it possesses some veiy promising
debaters among its members. One
very interesting program was devoted
entirely to five minute speeches by
the members on prominent characters.
The following officers have been
chosen for the second semester: President, Warren Blair; Vice President,
Carrie Johnson; Secretary, Stella
Brown; Treasurer,Lena Lane; Critic,
Prof. Harris; Vice Critic, Irene Glasgow; Marshal, Jessie B. White.
.*
Y.W.C.A.
Progress has been noted in time
V. W. C. A. work since the last issue
of the Acropolis. Just before the
holidays a number of delegates attended a Capitola Rally in Los Angeles. At that time Rev. Hugh K.
15
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Walker delivered an inspiring address,
especially emphasizing the truth of
the statement, "No Cross, No
Crown." The fund for the Capitola
delegation is still increasing and
plans are being made for that conference.
The weekly devotional meetings
are characterized by increasing spirituality. Now more members respond
and greater interest is noticeable.
Miss Salisbury, Metropolitan Secretary, again visited the association
Feb. 7, bringing us a helpful message
on making Christ a living reality in
our lives. She is to represent the colleges of Southern California at a National Students' conference soon to be
held in Nashville, Tennessee.

new hopes and new inspirations for
accomplishing something in their
own association that will not only
build up their association in number, but will increase and develop,
and will bring out the true sturdiness
and manliness of the individual luenibers.

The association was also represented at i Bible Institute held at the
University of Southern California.
Those who attended were William
Feeler, Edward Thomas and Milton
White. They were impressed perhaps as never before in their lives
with the necessity of "mastering their
Bibles and thus letting their Bibles
master them," before they could be
efficient workers in any line of Christian activity. Noon day prayer meetY.M.C.A.
ings were held during the last week
The V. M. C. A. during the last Of the semester just closed. The
semester, has been progressing, members were seeking for an overthough some of the members feel that
flow of spiritual life that will enable
the society has not accomplished
them to reach out and be of assistance
quite all that they had hoped to see
to those about them who do not know
done during this time. However,
of the possibilities and joys of a
the meetings have been full of enthu- christian life.
siasm and have never been allowed to
The effects of the gymnasium drill
drag. The topics have been up-todate and inspiring. Since the Christ- are not only seen in the improved
mas vacation added life and zeal have work of the teams, but they are also
come to the members from several visible in the whole student body.
sources. One great help has been Prof. Kramien has offered a gold
the music furnished by Mr. Halliday, medal, to be given at the end of the
who serves as pianist for the associa- year, to the young man who makes
tion, and thus fills a long felt need the greatest improvement in his genand very materially aids in the ser- eral carriage, and the number of
vices.
young Apolios now strutting about
Three delegates, Edward Thomas, the campus would make the Greek
Burtis He'lton and Milton White god himself feel like hiding his face
attended the V. M. C. A. Student in shame and humiliation.
Conference at Pacific Grove. AlDr. A. H. Jessup and the chorus
though the delegation was small in class, which consists of the boys from
number, it let slip no chance for the "dorm" and several lads from adlearning new ways and opportunities jacent blocks, meet for an hour's
for work. The boys came home with practice on Monday evenings Dur-
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jug this hour, strange, wierd, uncanny and sometimes prolonged sounds
may be heard issuing from the windows of Association Hall. These
sounds vary in volume from the pipings of the modest little wren to the
thundering roar of the king of beasts.
Nevertheless some are showing a decided improvement and gaining much
better control of their vocal organs.
Dr. Jessup has proven a very efficient and capable instructor.
Alfred Siemon and Burtis Healton
have left college for the remainder of
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this year. Mr. Siemon is at present
a night watchman at the State School
while Mr. Healton is emlpoyed at
the Pacific Cafe. The regrets which
the college feels in losing old students
only increases her pleasure in receiving new ones. The following have
been very gladly welcomed in the
student body: Esek Perry '08 of Nebraska Central College, Effie Moore
1 10 of Boise City High School, Arinund Halliday 'ii of Redlands High
School and Ella Dills '11 of Morris
Harvey College, Barbers Ville, Va.

Library Notes
The library is constantly growing,
owing to the thoughtfulness ofits
friends. The Woman's Auxiliary
and the College Board have appropriated money for the purchase of books
for the various departments. Tc the
English department have been added
the works of many of the standard
poets and novelists. To this collection the Fourth Year English class
contributed a dozen volumes. The
department of modern language is
much strengthened by the addition
of about thirty imported volumes of
French and German literature.
Among these are Leasing's complete works in twelve volumes.
The History department has also
received a number of valuable additions. Mrs. Hanna J. Bailey, the
W. C. T. U. Apostle of Peace, favored
us with a valuable collection of Peace
books and pamphlets, and V. C.
Ladd of Pasadena, continues in his

generous gifts to the Biblical departmerit.
The D. J. Lewis library is now being classified by the Dewey system
and will be incorporated into the College library as an indefinite loan.
Through the kindness of our
friends the following periodicals have
been added to our reading tables:
Out West, Popular Science Monthly,
Association Men, Record of Christian
Work, Cosmopolitan, Christian Century, The Advance, The Evangelical
Friecd, and harper's Monthly. We
also wish to acknowledge the kindness of those who have sent in back
numbers of magazines to complete our
files.
The librarian would be very glad
to receive newspaper clippings concerning interesting events connected
with the college, also any back numbers of the catalogue.

Alumni Notes
Miss Inez Greene 104 attended the
Peace oratorical contest Feb. 17th
visiting over Sunday with friends
and relatives.

Retta Cook and Anna Tomlinson, '05,
Edith Tebbetts and Dell Coryell, '04,
and Miss Nena Hockett.

Misses Agnes Sargent '05 and
Esther Andrews '05 spent their holidays at home in Whittier. Their
stay was enlivened by a number of
social events in their honor, one of
which was a dinner given by Miss
May Hunt on the evening of Dec.
29th. The other guests were Misses

Jan. 2d was the occasion of a happy
event in the form of a luncheon given
by Miss Retta Cook at her home in
East Whittier. The company was
composed of the girls of the class of
'05. The afternoon was spent in reviewing school life with its pleasures
and torments, while the girls industriously wielded their needles.
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Prof. Harris—"Well Milton, how
did you enjoy yourself at the Pacific
Grove conference?"
M., enthusiastically—' 'I had the
time of my life at Pacific Grove."
Prof. H.—"Why, so did I. That
was where I was married!"
Prof. Albertson—"In our quiz we
will take the chapter on Sound."
C. C.—"Will we have Light in
the quiz?"
Small Voice—"Gee, I hope so!"

C. C., with an air of great learning—
"Samuel Morse invented the telegram!"

Teacher in Trig—"Olema, do you
understand the lesson?"
Olema—"Yes, pretty well, as far
as I have gone."
T.—"How far is that"
Olema—"Oh, oh, I haven't looked
at it yet!"

"A charming young man named
Kramien,
Towered tall as the proverbial bean;
Once while combing his hair,
A bird nesting there,
Madly cried, "Cut it out, you Spalpeen!"

Student, the latest convert of Dr.
Johnson—"Now I believe implicitly
in soul communication. Why is it
that B. and I dreamed the same
dream the other night, if it wasn't
that?"
Scoffer, testily—' 'Bah! You just
happened to have eaten the same
kind of mince pie!"

Student, wisely—"Fifty years ago
people were so much stricter than
they are now. Why, they didn't believe in attending a Shakespearean
lecture even, they were so narrow."
One of the Old Ones—"Well, so is
that straight way, narrow."
"I will do all, that I may become a
man!" Clain Edwards.
19

Prof. Albertson—"I never enjoy
myself more than when I am eating
hot biscuits or fried potatoes."
Student, "stuffing" after the basketball game—' 'I just can't eat any
more."
Bystander, sympathetically—"Tie
the rest on the outside!"
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Prof. A. in physiology class—
"What are our molars for?"
Student—"To chew gum withal!"
Elsie M., naming the voyages of
Columbus—"He didn't discover
anything else until after his death!"
WANTED.
"To trade, one shoe. "—Feeler.
"Some hair vigor."—Osborn.
"A monopoly on the telephone—?"
"A funeral or something to sober
us up."—U. S. History Class.
"Handkerchiefs! "—Girls' B. B.
Team.
For Sale, "Time. "—Sharkie.
President Tebbetts, in Bible—
"Where did the disciples meet for the
last supper?"
Carrie S., boldly and confidently—
"In an upper room of the Tower of
Babel!"
Siemon—aside, to Secretary in
Athenaeum—"One pant leg is up,
and one's down, and I'm in torture."
Secretary, pityingly—"Aren't there
any rules for adjusting the matter?"
Student at supper—"Please pass
me some more of that Lydia Pinkham's Vegetable Compound!"

HOME
New Goods
Good Goods
Best Goods

The funeral services of the W. C.
girls' basketball team were held Feb.
17, 106. It was a brilliant and impressive ceremony, worth attending.
It was conducted by Miss Smalley,
who was ably seconded by her four
pall bearers.
Prof. A. in Physiology—"Now I
won't say anything about the evils or
benefits of gum chewing to this class,
I'll save that for the preps."
A bit of philosophy—" Chem
Snap? Well I guess not. Fourteen
lessons behind and a quiz tomorrow.
That sounds like a snap! Why, I'll
be sparring for wind qt the end of the
second question. On the third, I'll
be groggy, and fourth, I'll be down
for the count. Snap? Well excuse
my smiles!"
Prof. H., in second English—
"Where did the story of Pyramus and
Thysbe have its origin?"
Carrie J.—"Down by the brook."
Prof. H.—"Just what brook, please?"
German student—"Could you
pronounce
'verabschungswurdig,'
do you think, Mr. White?"
Mr. W.—"If I got my tongue twi.ted up in that word I wouldn't get it
straightened out in time foi dinner!"

PHONE
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The Ideal Grocery
Staple and Fancy Groceries

We Have the Best line of Teas and Coffees in the City
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EPITAPHS
Busters at their heads;
Breakers at their feet;
Here lie the Magnets,
Don't they look neat?
Here rests ye Coila Carter,
To ye Basket Ball a maltyr;
She was not butchered in ye natural
way
But to make ye Glendale holiday.
Here lies Thankful,
Who was killed by jokes;
A grief to herself,
But a joy to her folks.
Tread
Softly,
Speak
Low,
Tho' why you should
I'm sure I don't know.
Elwood M., who was absent from
class, meets Prof. Albertson.
Prof. A.—"Ha cut class did you?"
M.—"Yes, it was a case of dollars
and cents with me."
Prof. A.—More dollars and less
(sense) wasn't it?"
Prof. K.—"Please cut out some of
this whispering in class. You'll
have to.''

Prof. K.—"Where is the Columbian
exposition held?"
P. O.—"At Columbus, Ohio."
Prof. H.—"You look as if you
were going to a funeral, when you
get up to read before a class."
Albert Marshburn, rushing madly
into the library, with ten cents and
the librarian's statement of his account in his hand—
"Here it is; Here's the money!
I brought it as soon as I could."
Libtarian in wonder—"But why
such haste and breathlessness?"
Albert—"Why the statement here.
It says, 'Albert Marshburn, ten cents.
Pay immediately."
L., laughing—" Well, I didn't write
the last of it."
A. M., blushing—"It must be one
on me then."
Rev. Perry, in chapel—"He had
the swell-head so badly that his head
protruded above his hair!"
Prof. Harris to Prof. Albertson—
"You!"
Prof. Albertson to Prof. Harris—
"You!"
Prof. K., during a health talk in
Chapel—"Now the one effective cure
for freckles is, don't worry."

Susie, laying her head on the arm
of her chair, wearily--''If everybody
in this trig class, were just like me,
what kind of a trig class would this
trig class be?"
Preston, trying to teach the student body a new yell—"Why, it's
simple enough. Everything follows
right after each other. See!"
Mabel Smith, in ethics—"The
author illustrates it by a-a-a-oh-a
flock of pigs, or whatever you call
it!"
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Boy, seeking information for an
English essay on early recollections—
"Mama, tell rue about my babyhood."
Mother, facetiously—"Why you
didn't have a hood when you were
a baby, you had a sunbonnet.
Prof. Kramjeij—"What is President Roosevelt's policy?"
E. M.—"Race Suicide!"
Prof. Kelsey in Bible—"Who were
the Sanhedrim?"
Lee—"I don't remember who he
is."
Fr. Eng. Student—"I have my
story all worked out. Where's your
plot?"
Edina Newby, desperately—"My
plot's in the graveyard!"
Helen B. in fourth Eng.—"I think
Mr. Rochester in Jane Eyre was the
most peculiar man I ever saw. I've
been trying to find one just like him
for a long timebut I can't."
Talk about "bluffing!"
Prof. K. in U. S. History—"What
were the effects of the war of 1812?"
P. 0., very wisely—"It made all
the nations of the earth respect us.''
Prof. Matlock, hurrying to meet
his French class—"I'll have to
hurry or I'll be late."
Fr. student just ahead—"Well, I
won't wait for you then."
Member of the Greek class, looking
at the settee in the office, where she
and the other member sit to recite.—
"This seat will be rather crowded
when Mr. Perry comes in the class!"
Mrs. Johnson, severely—"We'll
have a chair for Mr. Perry."

Student—This penny was published in 1894."
Inquisitive person—"Why are the
jokes all put together; why aren't
they scattered thro' the whole paper?"
Joke Editor—"We have to have
them all together to arouse a good
laugh."
Who are they? The Fiend? The
Racer? Shark? The Siamese Twins?
When somebody sat down upon
somebody in the mud, did the somebody 'sat' upon, like Oliver Twist,
cry, ''Moore!" ?
A little baby girl who visited the
college recently should be awarded a
gold medal. She was the cause of
two jokes.
Mabel—"That little baby is nearly
ready to laugh at me."
Marjorie—"Yes, it doesn't take
much to make her laugh!"
A few minutes later Coila took the
child in her arms. Della—"That
baby will just go to anybody won't
she?"
Prof. Kelsey, making an announcement in chapel—"I want all those
in the Peace Contest to meet me here
immediately after chapel dismissal."
At the middle of the next period a
thought literally strikes him. To
his history class.—"Please excuse
me; those orators are up in the chapel waiting for me!"
Prof. Kelsey is
With gun in hand,
half he watched a
lawn, which a dog
a bone in.

death to gophers.
for an hour and a
hole in his front
had made to bury
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I am just sitting, thinking,
And my thoughts are very sinking;
Have I then been drinking?
No, I've not.
I'm of "Joke Department" the head,
Would I rather then be dead?
It had better not be said;
And that's what.
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Young lady, a French student—
"When Prof. Matlock speaks to me
in French, whether I know what he
is talking about or not, I just say
'Oui Monsieur.'
Prof. Matlock—"Well, 'yes' is the
most important thing a girl ever said
in her life, anyway."
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The fast pace that the Pacific Grove delegates set at the
very beginning of their trip.

A Word to Friends and
Students
This is the dullest season of the year in all lines of business. But our
old stand-bys have responded nobly, and we are glad to introduce many
new advertisers to the friends and students of Whittier College. They
are reliable. Don't forget to patronize our advertisers.
Whittier National Bank
Berry's Meat Market

Whittier College
Star Bakery

Fashion Stables

Jones' Book Store

Whittier Hardware Co.

Carpenter's Grocery

Whittier Steam Laundry

San Pedro Lumber Co.

Pacific Engraving Co.

People's Market

Carl Entenmann, Jeweler

T. B. Moorhead, Dentist

Miss A. V. Weatherwax, Milliner

Fred Graves, Fruit and Vegetables

Sutphen Bros., Tailors

Ramsey, Photos

Saunders Bros. Cyclery

Dr. Guy E. Bailey, Dentist

Landrum Smith, Druggist

Mrs. C. St. Johns, Milliner

Wm. Volkmor, Blacksmith

E. H. White, Furniture

Montgomery Bros., Grocers

Humphrey-Daggett Co., Hardn'are

J. G. Swain, the Wallpaper Man

Yeomans, the Popcorn Man

The Toggery, Men's Furnishings

L. A. Bryan, Furniture

E. J. Vestal, Groceries

Myers Bros., Dry Goods

Boyd, The Tailor

Wenger, Bicycles

C. W. Clayton, Real Estate

Drs. Jessup and Flanders, Dentists

First National Bank

The Register

Whittier's Big Hardware
STORE
YOU WILL FIND
In buying Fishing Tackle if you come
to us you will get just the right thing
at the right price.
In Lines, in Hooks,
in Flies, in Reels.
The right thing at the right place.

IN RODS

HUMPHREY-DAGGETT HARDWARE
Home Phone 51
COMPNAY 124-126 V. Phila. St.

J. G. SWAIN

THE
WALLPAPER
MAN

We Please Particular People

Painting and Paper-Hanging Contractor
Store home 278
Res. iloote 1t278

109 WEST PHILADELPHIA STREET

nice,
W ANTED__Some
lady-like boys for
the dormitory.
J. AUBREY KRAMIEN.

THE WHITTIER
REGISTER
A Clean Family Newspaper Published Weekly at
Whittier, - - - California

Here's that everlasting shoe puzzle
again.
" Shall I buy a pair of tnose highly
advertised shoes; doesn't the cost of
all that expensive advertising come out
of the shoe?"
Shall I buy the same kind I did
last time—even if they did prove to be
pretty poor bargains?"
We respectfully suggest that the
solution is in our possession, at this
store—a crisp fresh dependable pair
of Keith's Konqueror shoes,
made to suit you from the moment you
first don them until the're discarded for
a new pair.

$3.50 and $4.00

TRADE AT THE TOGGERY

L. A. B R Y AN
FURNITURE
A Nice Line of Art Squares and Rugs

HABIT

Tapestries, Carpets
Art Squares,
Matting,
Linoleum, Etc.

Whittier,
California

New Line of Reed Goods

E. J. VESTAL
THE CASH GROCER
Sole Ateut for CREAM OF
\\'lfEAI' FLOUR

The "NEVER FAIL" Oil
and Gasoline Can

Provisions. Flour & Feed
Home Phone 123

125 West Philadelphia Street

The Store That Sells for Less

Something New Every Day

B 0 Y D
THE

TAILOR

FINE: rAILOFflNQ
Cleaning, Pressing and itepsirifle.
Manufactur('r of Boyd's Cleating
Compound and Cleaning Jelly ::

1 17 West Philadelphia Street

W. A. WENGER
Bicycles and
Sundries
Repairing of All Kinds

119 West Philadelphia St.

WHIr,IER, GAL.

Hr1'TlER—the city of homes and bountiful resources, good schools and many
churches, but no saloons; In the land where
the orange, lemon and English walnuts
grow. There Is- shipped from this linmediate vicinity, each year, over a snilliOti dollars worth of produce, lnclndttig the oil
shipments. which Is one of our main industries. Property values are reasonable;
rs'ideflce lots '-0x140 feet $200 to 1000. Four
and Iive.rnom cottages, 1000 to $1500.
Orangeand l'.mon erovea, $1004) to $1200 per
ecre. Ivelnut, $000 to $1000. Vacant land.
l50 to $200. All include water riehts. For
further information call on or write to

W

C. W. CLAYTON,
105 East Philadelphia St
Whittier, Califorli ia

Moonstones
Ground and
Polished by

Yeomans
Fite "PoNorn Man"

WHITTIER
COLLEGE
Suppose like other colleges it has Broad Courses
of Study, Well-Equipped Modern Building, Progressive Faculty, Facilities for Athletics, Oratory
and Debating, Dormitory, Recognition by the
Universities, Strong Christian Influences. Whittier College has all this. It is not an academy any
longer. Last year it was given equal standing
with the other colleges of California by the Universities. Its orators, debaters and athletes won
high honors. Its facnly has been increased, anew
library system installed and an athletic field is
graded. What else? It is a Home Institution.
It is under the direction of a church, as most colleges are, but it is not sectarian in its teachings.
It is WHITTIER'S COLLEGE. Whittier is an
ideal college town, perfectly clean, removed from
the temptations of a great city, yet near enough
for its metropolitan advantages. If you have
thought these facts over you are ready to help.
You know young people in Whittier or elsewhere
who are ready for college. Talk about our home
institution to them. Give us their names and we
will look them up. Let us send information about
the college to your friends in the East. It will
help bring them to Whittier. For further information address: C. E. TEBBETTS, President.

WHITTIER, CALIFORNIA

W. HADLEY, President
A. HADLEY, Vice-President
GEO. E. LITTLE, Cashier
F. W. HADLEY, Assistant Cashier

THE FIRST NATIONAL
BANK
Whittier - - - California

STAR BAKERY
The Leading Bakery of Whittier
All Home Baking
Bread, Pies and Cakes
All Orders Promptly Filled

LEO UHRIG, Proprietor
Home Phone 370

302 SOUTH GREENLEAF AVE.

THE
WHITTIER NATIONAL
BANK
I

I

Solicits the Patronage of the Faculty,
Students and Friends of Whittier College, Offering Courtesy, Liberality
and Safety in the transaction of their

BANKING BUSINESS
I

I

BERRY'S MARKET
This is the Market that Always Keeps Its
Standard of Quality High and Exercises
Care in Keeping its Meat in the Cleanest
and Most Careful Manner. We do not permit the Flesh of Any Animal to enter our
store that has not been Carefully Selected
and Inspected. G. W. BERRY, Proprietor

West Philadelphia Street
Whittier, California

